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Oracle cards are the vehicle that brought Ann of the Silver Peacock from stressed-out working mother and
wife to the accomplished reader she is today. Needing comfort and encouragement, Ann began seeking
out books with the sort of messages and artwork her soul craved. Eventually, she was led to Doreen
Virtue’s Healing with the Angels cards. “I found the oracle cards to be convenient, easy to use, and right
on target.” Ann has since worked with many teachers and taken many psychic development classes,
eventually gaining the confidence and experience to offer her talents to the public.
She now works with many different decks (seven at the moment, but she continues to add more), each
allowing her to focus in on the topics relevant to the specific needs of each client. “I’m always adding new
decks to my library to expand options for my guests. Once the card is turned, there is a general meaning
that is ascribed to it by the creator of the deck, but my own intuitive senses and spirit communications
bring me varying interpretations specific to each guest. It’s amazing how the same card can mean so many
different things to different people!” Ann finds, too, that the cards speak uniquely to each individual who
comes to her for a session: “My guests gasp or light up when a card comes up that connects to them
clearly. The surprise is always fun to watch. I like to ask my guests which card attracted them most and
why, and hear their story of how they relate to the artwork. I encourage them to take a photo as a
reminder of the reading and the profound meaning they found in it.”
As a reader, Ann hopes to help her clients find peace, clarity, and comfort. She wishes to help them
through the difficult moments, as well as to help them celebrate their successes and blessings. “Spirit
often guides me to share practical ideas and action plans to help clients achieve their goals and work

through issues, as well as recommend supporting resources and enlightened teachings to expand a client’s
knowledge and understanding where it is needed or helpful.
“As a reader, I tend to resonate most deeply people having difficulty with family relationships, especially
mothers and children, or connecting with a loved one who has crossed to the spirit realm. Those have
been two strong themes in the past few years of my life, and I am coming to believe that God is directing
these people to me because I have a wealth of experience and resources that our angels and guides can tap
into easily to bring forth into our conversation.”
Coming to Michigan Psychic Fair in 2015, Ann appreciates the opportunity to work with like-minded
individuals. “Working at the fairs has immersed me into a world of highly talented spiritual/energy
workers. I am continually amazed at the many ways each psychic's’ talents come through to help not only
their guests, but each other. I appreciate the opportunity to work and learn from such a brilliant array of
highly talented psychics deeply connected to Spirit.”
To see Ann of Silver Peacock at a Michigan Psychic Fair, contact us for a list of events at which she is
scheduled to appear. For more information about Ann, please see her website or contact her directly at
SilverPeacockPsychic@gmail.com

